
Model: PMD58 

Metal Detector Pinpointer  

Note – The metal detector pinpointer should be used in addition with a metal detector

When a metal detector finds the approximate position of the metallic object, the object 
can sometimes be severely oxidized. This makes it difficult to differentiate between the metal 
object and its surroundings. At this point the pinpointer should be used to locate the metal 
object.

Please read the instructions before use.

Inserting Battery
(Please note, the 9V battery required is not included)

 Rotate the battery cover counter-clockwise 

cover and housing. Remove the battery cover Battery Cover:
Located at the base of the pinpointer

and align the small triangles on the battery 

Note: 
Turn the sensitivity knob to the suitable critical location, in order to ensure the correct operation. 

 

Turn on the power, the buzzer sound a tone, 
and the LED is lightened. 

 

Slowly adjust the knob clockwise,making the 
buzzer just stop sound,and the LED is extinguished. 



Inserting Battery         
 
 Ensure that the battery polarity is correct, insert the battery and place in the housing 
 Tighten the battery cover clockwise in the direction of the lock arrow 
 If the pinpointer is not used for an extended period of time, remove the battery 
 

Operating the Pinpointer 
 Rotate the sensitivity dial clockwise to turn on the pinpointer. The pinpointer will switch 

on and the buzzer / LED / vibration mode will activate 
 Rotate the sensitivity dial until the pinpointer reaches a point where a constant signal is 

produced. From this point rotate the dial counter-clockwise until no signal is produced. 
This is when the pinpointer is ready to detect. 

 Properly adjusting the pinpointer sensitivity will provide optimum performance when 
locating objects -- take your time to set accordingly (different regions / ground surfaces / 
detecting locations may require different sensitivity levels). 

 Use the pinpointer by touching the objects in your dig area with the probe. If a signal is 
produced then this may be the metallic object's signature.  The pinpointer responds by 
recognizing the object by omitting a buzzer / LED / vibration.  

  

                   Fig.2 

CAUTION 
 The probe pinpointer tip is waterproof and can be submerged in water. The handle is not 

waterproof and therefore should not be submerged in water 
 If an irregular signal is produced by the pinpointer, the sensitivity may be set to high. 

Turn the sensitivity dial counter-clockwise to reduce the sensitivity 
 If the pinpointer is turned on and produces no signal or has a dim LED, the battery may 

require changing 
 Remove batteries from pinpointer if it is not to be used for an extended period of time. 
 At the end of the battery's serviceable life, this product should not be treated as 

household or general waste. It should be handed over to the applicable collection point 
for the recycling of electrical and electronics equipment, or returned to the supplier for 
disposal. Please dispose of carefully and accordingly. 
  

 


